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Abstract
E-scooters used by micromobility providers emit notably more CO2 while charging
during times where electricity is mainly produced by fossil fuels. Smart-charging allows e-scooter batteries to be charged during times where electricity is relatively less
carbon-intensive by shifting the charging session to a different time. This requires a
forecast of the Marginal Emission Factors (MEFs). Additionally, charging should be
managed such that the availability of e-scooters on the street is not disrupted. This
study aims to determine the potential avoided emissions of implementing carbon
efficient smart-charging for a fleet of e-scooters without negatively impacting the
total availability of e-scooters. We divide the city into clusters and create a forecast
for each cluster to determine when and where batteries are needed. Coupled with
forecasted MEFs we run simulations to determine savings of various charging strategies with various parameters. Additionally we look at the operational requirements
of relocating scooters instead of charging them to increase time flexibility.
Results showed that for a fleet in Copenhagen, it is possible to reduce charging
emissions by up to 13 percent over a month of operations with a surplus of batteries.
This does not include the potential gains of relocating scooters, as the operational
emissions from rebalancing was found to be potentially more carbon intensive than
the savings from an optimized charging session. Additionally the variability of the
electrical grid was found to be a major factor in potential savings as well. These
results indicate that micromobility providers operating in geographies with highvariance grids can notably reduce charging emissions without disrupting availability
of their fleets, assuming they have a surplus of batteries in stock.
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Introduction

Transportation accounts for around one-fifth of the global Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions. Out of those roughly half comes from passenger vehicles [16]. Electrification and the adoption of electric vehicles is generally seen as a step towards
decarbonization, but it also requires the electricity to be produced by low-carbon
sources. While the world is increasing the total amount of low-carbon electricity,
especially in terms of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE), the total share of electricity from low-carbon sources has almost not changed since the mid 1980s[17]. The
growth of VRE means that the carbon intensity of the grid depends a lot on whether
the wind is blowing and the sun is shining.
Shared micromobility is a form of transportation that has become increasingly
popular over recent years. Shared micromobility refers to small human or electric
powered transportation solution such as bikes, e-bikes, scooters, e-scooters that are
used as a shared resource between multiple users. Typically a provider will place,
maintain and balance these vehicles across the city where users can unlock them
and use them for transportation. In recent years, there have been a rise especially
in the e-scooter category [20]. With the pandemic and subsequent lockdown there
have been a decrease, but McKinsey projects that micromobility will make a strong
post-pandemic recovery.[7]. E-scooters are essentially small Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV). They are either charged by moving the scooter to a charging location
or by replacing the battery of the scooter. Due to the variance of the grid, the CO2
emissions of charging BEVs will vary, however by shifting the charging sessions
to moments of less carbon intensive electricity production it may be possible save
CO2 . Micromobility providers operate fleets of several thousands of scooters across
several cities, as such the impact of adjusting charging behavior could have real
effects on CO2 effects of transportation.
The aim of this project is to look at the feasibility of applying smart-charging
based on the carbon intensiveness of electricity to an e-scooter fleet. With a finite
number of e-scooters and batteries, it will look at whether it is possible to wait and
charge later and also whether there are any operational steps for the operator to
increase the charging flexibility without reducing the supply of vehicles.
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2

Related work

2.1

Emission factors

All electricity generated causes a certain amount of CO2 to be emitted. Renewable
energy such as solar and wind causes less emissions than fossil fuels. Emission factors
describe the amount of emissions emitted during the production or consumption of
an energy unit in gCO2eq/kwh1 .
There are generally two types of emission factors: Average Emission Factors
(AEF) which are the emissions attributed to an amount of energy averaged over all
the consumers of electricity in the grid in a certain time period [21] and Marginal
Emission Factors which indicate the CO2 consequence of consuming additional
energy at a given time [4].
2.1.1

Average emission factors

Average emission factors (AEF) describe the emissions attributed to an amount of
energy averaged over all the consumers of electricity in the grid in a certain time
period. The idea is that all consumers gets equal share of the responsibility[21].
For example, assuming an electricity grid is currently generating all electricity
from 50 % solar and 50 % gas. Assuming the emission factors for solar and coal
are 45gCO2 eq/kW h and 490gCO2 eq/kW h respectively2 . This means that the AEF
would be the average (∼ 270gCO2 eq/kW h). A study by Yang et al.[24] found that
high-temporal resolutions are important to the accuracy of the AEF. Ideally AEFs
should be hourly or less to properly account for daily and seasonal variability of
the grid. One study involving hourly AEFs for the European market was done by
Corradi[3]. The study used flow-tracing to compute hourly AEFs based on hourly
production data and import/export data. Huber and Weinhardt[9] suggests that hourly
AEFs can be used as a feedback nudge for users of Battery Electric Vechicles (BEV)
to charge their vehicles carbon efficiently.
2.1.2

Marginal emission factors

As opposed to the Average Emission Factor (AEF), the Marginal Emission Factor
(MEF) describe the CO2 consequence of consuming additional energy at a given
time. Instead of averaging the emissions, it would consider how much CO2 is emitted
1 Grams

of carbon dioxide equivalent per kilo-watt hour of electricity produced or consumed. This
metric also accounts for other GHGs such as methane
2 based on median IPCC emission factors[19]
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from producing one additional unit of energy. For example, if a grid is currently
producing all electricity with 50% solar and 50% gas. It might be the case that all
additional electricity is coming 100% from gas. As such the MEF would be equal to
the emission factor of gas (490g co2eq/kwh).
Yang et al. [24] found that the temporal resolution is especially important for
the MEF. This is because there may be changes to the electricity grid infrastructure
over time. There may be new power plants or new interconnectors between countries.
Therefore, if the temporal resolution is yearly, the grid infrastructure may change
during that year and change the behavior of the MEF. Yang et al. differs between
a long-term focus and a short-term focus for the MEF. A long-term focus would
incorporate potential changes to the grid infrastructure whereas the short-term does
not.
There is no single methodology for determining MEFs. A literature review by
Dandres et al[5] classifies some potential approaches for identifying the MEFs. One
method is an economic approach which aims to calculate the marginal electricity
price and deduct the marginal power plant based on the price level. The main cons
of this approach is that the price change rapidly and the cheapest power power plant
may not be the marginal plant due to technical constraints. Another approach is a
predictive approach, which is to use historical electricity and market data to predict
the MEF. One such approach was done in 2018 by Corradi[3] which determines the
short-term MEFs through machine learning. This method uses historical data, such as
electricity consumption and weather data to compute MEFs. This method accounts
for import and exports as well. However, a consistent issue with this approach is that
it is difficult to validate the results.
MEFs are generally preferred over AEFs for reducing CO2 through load-shifting.
In a study by Schram[21] they suggests that short-term MEF are more useful than
AEF for operation of shiftable loads, eg storage, wet appliances and electric vehicles
because it contributes the emissions directly to the user. Huber[10], also use MEF
over AEF as it more accurately considers the effect of load-shifting.
2.2

Smart-charging

Smart-charging or vehicle-to-grid optimization are terms used to describe the action of intelligently charging electric vehicles with certain outcomes in mind. The
charging device connects to an operator allowing it to manage and restrict the use of
the electricity consumed. Use cases of smart charging do not only consider carbon
emissions, but many other objectives. A literature review by Huber et al.[11] suggests that smart-charging can be used as cost minimization, congestion management,
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ancillary services and others. Specifically for CO2 emissions, a study on the Danish
grid was done by Göransson et al. [14] aiming to minimize carbon emission from
charging. They assumed a fixed commuting pattern for an entire EV fleet and found
that approximately 4.7 percent of emissions could be reduced by carbon efficient
smart-charging. Huber et al. [10] using short-term forecasts of MEFs of the German
market, found that a reduction of 7.3 percent carbon emissions would be possible
throughout a year. They even found that with ideal conditions, it would be possible
to reduce emissions up to 24 percent. They identified the main factors contributing
to avoided emissions were the potential time flexibility, time of arrival and the grid
variability.
No studies were found to have been done on smart-charging specifically for
micromobility with swap-able batteries. Although some studies have focused on the
design of low-carbon charging stations for smaller Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)
such as e-bikes. For instance. Mouli et al. [15]. suggests a solar powered e-bike
charging station and Balacco[2] suggests a system using excess pressure in water
distribution network to produce renewable electricity for e-vehicle charging stations.
2.3

Using machine-learning to reduce carbon emissions

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence. It involves the systems
being able to do tasks without explicitly being programmed to. There are a lot of
ways in which machine learning can be used to reduce carbon emissions. Rolnick et
al[18] suggests a wide range of solution spaces in which machine learning can be
used to tackle climate change and denotes some of them as high-leverage. According
to the study, an example of high leverage is forecasting supply and demand of
electricity. The demand and generation of electricity is highly variable and as such,
they must be able to inform real-time electricity scheduling as well as longer-term
planning. Several applications have been done to do short-term forecasts of this such
as Li et al [12] who uses hidden markov models to predict the solar output for the
next 30 minutes on different weather conditions. Rolnick et al.[18] notes as well
that machine learning can be beneficial within the transport domain. For electric
vehicles, they note the importance of carbon efficient smart-charging. But also notes
that being able to model demand, understand use patterns and plan infrastructure is
important. For example a study by Tao et al.[22] used telemetry data from Battery
Electric Vehicles (BEVs) to find optimal locations for charging stations based on
a mathematical model and found that the model suggested quite different charging
stations than those currently existing.

4

2.4

Emissions from micromobility

Operations of shared micromobility are evolving quite fast and can vary from provider
to provider. Hollingsworth et al. [8] using life cycle assessment found that the
emission of scooters were largely due to daily collection and recollections. The
analysis was made on scooters with integrated batteries, as such every scooter had
to be moved from the street to a charging location. EIT Urban Mobility[13] notes
that many micromobility operators are starting to use swap-able batteries instead
to reduce pollution and increase sustainability. EIT Urban Mobility suggests that
an even better option would be to use charging stations around the city to avoid
transportation of batteries to perform the swap. Bortoli[6] found that the life cycle
emissions depends on a range of factors including whether batteries were swapable or not, how close the charging stations was and the transportation mode of
relocating scooters. Swap-able batteries with a charging warehouse close by reduced
operational emissions of up to 30 percent. Since these factors may depend on the
way the provider is operating and the infrastructure of the selected city, it can be
difficult to create a standardized life cycle assessment of shared micromobility.

3

Data

3.1

E-scooter fleet data

E-scooters are owned and managed by an operator and driven by users. As such,
it is the role of the operator to make sure e-scooters are distributed and charged
properly. The e-scooter fleet examined in this paper uses swap-able batteries. This
means that the operator can swap a depleted battery with a fully-charged battery,
without moving the e-scooter. An example can be seen in figure 1. Over a period of
72 hours, the following actions take place:

5

Figure 1: Visualization of a scooter’s movement and actions over 72 hours. Yellow
dots and lines shows the start of the ride and the end location of the ride. The blue
dot shows that the vehicle was swapped with a new battery. The purple line and dot
shows a relocate task that moved the scooter from the outskirts of the city into the
center.
1. Starting at point A a user Alice drives the e-scooter to point B
2. At point B, the operator registers that the battery is depleted, so a task is
dispatched to swap the battery of the e-scooter. After a certain period Bob
arrives and swaps the battery with a fully charged one.
3. After having its battery swapped, the e-scooter is driven further by 3 other
users for a total of 3 rides before ending up at point C
4. At point C, the operator registers that the e-scooter is at a low-demand area, so
a task is dispatched to relocate the e-scooter to a place with high-demand.
After a certain period Claire arrives and moves the scooter to point D.
5. At point D, the e-scooter is driven once again for another ride.
As seen by this example, the e-scooter is moved as a result of rides and tasks.
All e-scooters are equipped with transmission tools to send relevant telemetry data,
such as its location and battery power. This allows the operator to dispatch tasks
6

to balance and manage the fleet. The data used in this study is from a real-world
e-scooter operator. It has been pre-cleaned from the raw telemetry data to create
insightful data sets.
3.1.1

Tasks

The main datasets are tasks and rides. The task dataset contains all balancing
measures taken by the operator, which are the following:
• swap: Exchanging the battery of a scooter with a fully charged one.
• relocate: Moving one scooter from one point to another.
• swap&relocate: Combination of both. Exchanges the battery with a fully
charged one and moves the scooter from one point to another.
All tasks will contain a vehicle id and a collect and drop time and battery. The collect
time and battery is the time at which the task was started and the battery at the time.
The drop time and battery is the time at which the task was completed and the battery
at the end of the task.
As seen in table 1 there is a much larger ratio of swaps as that is the main
balancing measure. Relocates and swap&relocates are typically invoked on a manual
basis by the daily operator and are likely more reactionary to sudden supply shortages
in certain areas or to move scooters from low-activity areas to high-activity areas.
swaps total
17114

relocate total
2105

relocate&swap total
1272

Table 1: Total amount of swaps, relocates and relocate&swaps for October 2020 in
Copenhagen
Swaps are typically performed when the battery is around 20 percent, but the
battery percentage on collection varies. This is likely a result of swaps being done
when it is feasible and is often batched. For example, if there were a group of escooters with low battery next to some with medium battery levels, they would likely
want to swap those as well to save another trip. As seen in figure 2. The drop battery
percentage is quite steady, which is as expected as batteries are typically dropped
just after charging. Note that it is not at exactly one hundred percent. This may be
due to battery measurement inaccuracies or idle discharge.
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Figure 2: Collect and drop battery percent
3.1.2

Rides

The ride dataset contains all the rides taken by users. a ride is the result of a user
driving the e-scooter from one point to another. A ride will have the start and end
time, as well as the start and end location in coordinates. As seen in table 2, there
are quite a lot of rides, which are fairly short in duration. This is as expected, as
e-scooters are generally used for shorter trips.
Rides total
201314

Mean ride duration
12.86 minutes

Table 2: Ride stats in the dataset for October 2020 in Copenhagen

Figure 3: Ride starts grouped by hour of day
Looking at the daily pattern of rides for Copenhagen in figure 3, there is a
consistent user pattern for when rides are started. Rides peak in the late afternoon
and decreases through the evening and night until the morning. There are two peaks
in the graph which suggest a bimodal distribution of when rides start. Referring
this to the real world, this can be explained as users using e-scooters for their daily
8

commute. It is worth noting that the peak in the afternoon is quite a bit higher than
the one in the morning. This suggests that e-scooters are used for a more varied
purpose than the daily commute. This is reinforced by looking at figure 4 which
plots the daily pattern for weekends and weekdays days. It is clear that during the
weekend, the distribution is quite clearly unimodal. However, during weekdays it is
bimodal.

Figure 4: Ride starts grouped by hour of day. The orange line shows the distribution
on weekdays days and the blue lines shows the distribution on weekends
Looking at where rides are started. A hexagonal heatmap can be seen in figure 5.
There is also a pattern. Rides are mostly started near the city center but there are also
some high-density areas around the city. Note that the heatmap has a distinct shape
and there are places where there are zero rides started. This is due to the operator not
allowing rides to be started at that those places through geofencing3 .
3 Geofencing

is a geographical area in which the operator can disable the ability to start or end a

ride
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Figure 5: Hexagonal heatmap of ride starts in Copenhagen in October 2020
To summarize, there is a clear pattern for when rides are started as well as where
they are started. During weekdays, rides are mainly started during the morning
and the afternoon. During the weekend rides are mainly started in the afternoon.
Additionally rides starts are mainly distributed near the city center, but there are also
other areas with a high amount of ride starts.
3.2

Emission factor data

To determine whether or not a charging session is carbon efficient, it requires information on how carbon intensive the electricity grid is at the current time as well
as how carbon intensive it will be in the future. Ideally this should be known at an
hourly resolution to account for variance of the grid.

10

3.2.1

Using Marginal Emission Factors

Electricity systems will typically meet demand by a specific order of increasing costs
to minimize overall costs. This order is called the merit order curve. An example can
be seen in Figure 3.2.1.

Figure 6: Example of a merit order curve. The first power plant to increase production
due to increased demand is called the marginal power plant [4]
Demand and power plant capacity will define at which point the curve is at. The
resulting generation type is called the marginal power plant. If there is large increase
in demand, for example when people are coming home from work, the marginal
power plant may shift upwards, causing an increase in the price of electricity but
also the emissions as the more expensive power plants are also typically the ones
emitting the most [19]. Similarly weather changes or other external factors may also
contribute to an increase in power plant capacity thereby shifting the marginal power
plant down. The concept of the Marginal Emission Factor (MEF) is essentially the
emission factor of the marginal power plant. For example, at a given time if one
consumes electricity from a grid where electricity is coming 50 % from solar and
50 % from gas. Using AEFs, the emissions would be averaged for all consumers
assuming an equal share. However, at that point the marginal power plant may be
the gas plant, so the MEF would consider all electricity consumed at that time to be
coming only from gas. When considering whether or not to charge e-scooters, one
would need to consider the potential carbon savings from electing not to charge, as
the consequence of electing to charge will cause the emissions from the marginal
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power plant. Literature (See subsection 2.1.2) also generally suggests that MEFs are
better suited for shiftable loads, such as smart-charging due to this.
3.2.2

Predicting MEFs

The MEF data used in this study is coming from the electricityMap database. ElectricityMap is an open source project which publishes both AEF and MEF data.
ElectricityMap predicts MEFs by constructing the marginal origin of electricity and
computing the emissions using the IPCC emission factors [19]. ElectricityMap has
collected a large amount of electricity and market data. Together this can be used to
describe different grid states and how a change in local demand may change local
production or imports. The marginal origin of electricity is where the marginal electricity was generated. Similarly, electricityMap is able to estimate the probability of
which generation type was used to generate the marginal electricity. Using this data,
the MEF can be calculated as a weighted average of all countries that contributed
to producing the electricity for that time. This method allows for both the inclusion
of import and export as well as a forecast [3]. One note is that the resulting MEF is
not the emissions from a single marginal power plant, but derived from a weighted
averages of the most probable generation types.
Following Dandres classifications[5], this is a short-term MEF predictive approach. In the sense that it uses historical data to compute a prediction for the MEF,
it is short-term as the historical data assumes a certain state for the electricity grid
and assumes that it can be used to tell the future as well. This may be true for the
short term, but as Yang et al[24] there may be changes in the long-term. Such as new
power plants being set up locally or new inter-connectors between countries. As this
model includes import and export, changes to the grid structure in other countries
may therefore also change the behavior. This also means that such a model ideally
should be retrained continuously to reflect those changes.
3.2.3

Emission factor by electricity source

Emission factors can be attributed to the power plant producing the electricity as
well. For example, electricity generated by wind would have a lower emission
factors than electricity generated by coal. ElectricityMap constructs the hourly MEF
using IPCC emission factors[19]. The IPCC factors are global medians including
the total lifecycle of the generation unit. For example, electricity produced from
a nuclear power plant has a median emission factor of 12gco2eq/kwh according
to the IPCC [19]. This takes into account the emissions caused by maintenance,
installation and decommissioning of the power plant. Since these values are global
12

aggregates, they may vary quite a bit from country to country. For example, sources
suggests that a more accurate nuclear emission factor for France is 6gco2eq/kwh
[1]. In addition to not using country specific emission factors, electricityMap also
lumps together similar fuel sources with potentially different emission factors. For
example, electricityMap has coal as a fuel source and uses the general IPCC factor
of 820gco2eq/kwh, however a ranking by WWF suggests that some coal plants
can range up to 1350 gco2eq/kwh. [23]. As such, since the MEF depends on the
electricity source emission factors used, which vary from country to country and
within similar electricity sources, the resulting MEF may vary.
3.2.4

MEF for Eastern Denmark and France

Looking at the MEF over time for Eastern Denmark (DK-DK2)4 and comparing with
the AEF during the same time (Figure 7), we see that the MEF is sometimes lower
than the AEF. This case is interesting since the marginal electricity for DK-DK2
is actually typically coming from Sweden as seen in figure 8. Sweden has high
generation from hydro-plants, and as such the electricity coming from Sweden is
typically low-carbon.

Figure 7: hourly MEF and AEF of Eastern Denmark(DK-DK2)
4 DK-DK2

is a bidding zone for Eastern Denmark. The area can be seen on energinet.dk
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Figure 8: Source of marginal electricity for Eastern Denmark(DK-DK2). Most
marginal electricity in DK-DK2 is imported from Sweden (SE)
Comparing the same models on the data from France, the first thing we notice is
that the MEF is always quite a bit higher than the AEF. This likely relates to France
generating most of its own marginal electricity, as seen in figure 9. As such, if the
MEF is generated locally, then it is typically higher than the AEF. An additional
note on France is that both the AEF and MEF is quite a bit lower than the one from
Eastern Denmark. This relates to France using mostly nuclear and other low-carbon
electricity sources.

Figure 9: hourly MEF and AEF of France
As such, to summarize we find that the behavior and values of the MEF can vary
quite a bit from different electricity grids. While the MEF often times is higher than
the AEF, this is not always the case. as the electricity may be imported from other
countries with lower emissions.
14

Figure 10: 1st order of imports for France. Shows the ratio of marginal electricity
from different grids. Most marginal electricity in France is produced locally
3.2.5

Daily patterns

By plotting the MEF over a month grouped by each hour of the day as a boxplot for
Eastern Denmark (DK-DK2). We can see a pattern emerging. The MEF typically
peaks at around hour 16-19 with values of around 300 to 400, while values will
typically be lower during the night and early mornings with values around 225 to
325. As noted in the boxplot, the values can vary quite a bit within the same hour on
different days. This suggests that while there is a consistent pattern of some hours
generally being more carbon-intensive than others the actual values may differ quite
a bit from one day to another.

Figure 11: Boxplot of marginal carbon intensity grouped by hour of day for DK-DK2
Interestingly, plotting similar data for France produces a somewhat different
pattern. We still see a peak in the evening hours. However, unlike in Eastern Denmark,
this pattern continues throughout the night, and is actually lowered throughout the
15

day until the afternoon evening hours. There are also quite high value differences
within the same hour on different days but the main value differences occur here
throughout the day. Especially on the hours of 12 to 15. Any number of things could
account for this. One potential factor could be the Variable Renewable Energy (VRE)
present in France which depending on weather condition may affect MEF. France is
also a heavily connected country, so imports may also affect this. Although as noted
in Figure 10, France typically generates it’s own marginal electricity.

Figure 12: Boxplot of marginal carbon intensity grouped by hour of day for FR
To summarize, the MEF varies quite a lot from country to country, both the
values and the pattern throughout the day. There is a pattern and peak hours, but the
values differ. This suggests that actions taken based on the MEF would benefit from
considering the actual hour and local electricity grid to maximize potential carbon
savings.

4

Methods

This section discusses the methodology used to develop a system for smart-charging
a fleet of e-scooters based on short-term MEF forecasts. Essentially doing so by
shifting the charging load to times where the MEF is lower. Looking at figure 13
R
the purpose is to increase the area between the curves. E.g maximize (MEF − L)
where MEF is the Marginal Emission Factor and L is the charging load.
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Figure 13: Example of charging load and Marginal emission Factor over a given day
To do this, we formulate the following research questions.
• RQ1: Which factors are important for the potential CO2 savings when smart
charging?
• RQ2: Can e-scooter usage patterns be predicted to estimate when and where in
a city there will occur an excess or deficit of scooters?
• RQ3: How much total carbon saving is possible by shifting the charging
sessions to less carbon-intensive times?
First, to be able to determine when and where charged scooters are needed,
we partition the city into clusters (Section 4.1). Then we investigate how different
charging strategies can utilize the battery demand to minimize CO2 emissions for
charging (Section 4.2). Next, we investigate how relocations can be used to give
additional flexibility to the charging strategy (Section 4.4). Lastly, we outline how
we use a linear regression model to predict scooter usage patterns (Section 4.5).
4.1

Space partitioning

When examining scooter demand, we cannot look at the entire city as one entity. If a
user needs a scooter in one part of the city, it is not going to help the user that there is
a charged scooter on the other side of the city. To deal with this problem, we partition
the city into clusters and examine the scooter excess and deficit in each cluster.
Consider the clusters on figure 14. Cluster A and B has a deficit of 3 & 5 scooter,
and cluster C has an excess of 8 scooters. This problem can either be solved by
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rebalancing the scooters from cluster C, or by swapping the batteries of the scooters
in cluster A and B. These two methods will be investigated in section 4.2 and 4.4

Figure 14: Example of deficit and excess in clusters.
4.1.1

Clustering algorithm

Ideally the clusters should have dynamic sizing to allow for more granular analysis
of high traffic areas. To solve this, we use k-means clustering which allows for a
dynamic sizing. Using ride starts as observations, k-means clustering will try to place
k centroids with a minimized euclidean distance to each observation. K-means is a
NP hard problem, but using a heuristic algorithm, it is possible to quickly converge
on a local optimum. An example of the partitioning can be seen on figure 15.

Figure 15: Voronoi regions visualized. k = 100. Color based on amount of rides
started in cluster
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4.2

Charging strategies

Looking at the problem from a stock management perspective, we have the option
of changing the time at which we charge the batteries. The only constraint is that
the operator needs to have a certain amount of batteries ready each hour so that they
can be swapped into new scooters. In this section, we will experiment with different
charging strategies. Strategies in this section will utilize a forecasted battery demand
to predict when the batteries needs to be ready. See section 4.5 for a description of
how the demand is predicted. The strategies that will be compared in this section are:
• ChargeImmediately: This baseline strategy will charge scooters as soon as
possible. This is similar to how most current scooter providers operate where
they start charging as soon as they are swapped out
• ChargeAsLateAsPossible: This baseline strategy will delay charging as much
as possible. The strategy will only charge scooters if the forecast determines
that it won’t be able to meet demand otherwise.
• CO2AwareStrategy: Charge batteries only if the grid is low carbon or if we
won’t be able to meet demand.
4.2.1

ChargeImmediately

This strategy will start charging batteries as soon as they are swapped out. Meaning
that the amount of batteries charging will be equal the amount of batteries in stock.
We define C(n) as the amount of batteries that should be charging for a given
hour n. Additionally we define Sn as all non-available batteries. I.e. all batteries in
stock that are not fully charged.
C(n) = Sn
4.2.2

(1)

ChargeAsLateAsPossible

This strategy will delay charging as much as possible, and only charge when necessary. To do this, we would need to know how many batteries should be charged at a
given hour to meet demand. This can be explained as a function of available stock
and forecasted demand.
We define A0 as the available amount of batteries at hour 0. And Dn as the battery
demand at hour n. R(n) is the required amount of charges to meet demand at hour n.
See equation 2
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n

R(n) = max(( ∑ Dk ) − A0 , 0)

(2)

k=1

This tells us the amount of batteries that should be finished charging at a certain
time. However we are specifically interested in how many batteries should be charging at any hour. To do this we introduce the constant T as the total amount of hours
it takes for a battery to be fully charged. Then we define Cstart (n) as the required
number of batteries to start at a given hour n to meet demand at n + T . See equation
3.
n−1+T

Cstart (n) = R(n + T ) −

∑

R(k)

(3)

k=1

Finally this allows us explain C(n) as the sum of all batteries that should be
started within the range of the charging time up till the hour n. See equation 4.
T −1

C(n) =

∑ Cstart (n − k)

(4)

k=0

4.2.3

CO2AwareStrategy

The CO2AwareStrategy is focused around carbon savings. It still needs to charge
the required amount of scooters for a given hour n. However, it should also take into
account the MEF. To do this, we first be able to decide whether the current MEF is
low enough to justify charging or if it would be better to wait. We define E(x) as the
MEF for hour x. For every hour n, we generate a set using G(n) which looks at the
12 previous and predicted future MEFs. The resulting set will consist of the 8 hours
with the lowest emission factors.
G(n) = 8 smallest elements in set {E(n − 12), E(n − 11), ..., E(n + 12)}

(5)

Using this, we can model the CO2Aware strategy in equation 6. The strategy has to
consider a couple of different scenarios. We first consider if the current MEF is low
enough to justify a charge by seeing if the current hour n belongs to G(n). In that
case, the strategy will start charging every battery in the stock Sn . In the other case,
the model will fallback to using the ChargeAsLateAsPossible which will only charge
if it is required to do so to meet demand.

S ,
if n ∈ G(n)
n
C(n) =
c
−1
∑ t Cstart (n − k), otherwise
k=0
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(6)

4.3

Simulating the strategies

To determine the effectiveness of each strategy, we run simulations using MEF and
ride data. Using this information, we can simulate what happens when we follow
different strategies. The simulation works under a couple of assumptions:
• Batteries being swapped out has 0% charge, and batteries being swapped in
must have 100% charge
• Batteries can be swapped instantly, meaning that a battery being swapped in
an hour doesn’t need to be ready before that hour.
• Batteries have a fixed charging time of 6 hours
• There are 300 excess batteries available. i.e. Batteries not in any scooters
The charging strategies are simulated by ticking through each hour in the dataset.
Each tick (hour), the following happens
1. Remove n fully charged batteries from stock and replace them with empty
ones. n is the battery demand in this hour
2. Following the charging strategy, determine which batteries in the stock that
should be charged that hour.
3. Keep track of power consumed by charging and the MEF for that hour.
Running the simulation gives the initial results shown in table 3. The results
shown that the current setup do not really benefit from using the CO2AwareStrategy.
This is likely due to the fact, that there isn’t much room for shifting the charging
sessions, as the batteries needs to be swapped back into scooters shortly after being
sent to charging. I.e. it is rare that we are able to wait many hours before we have to
charge a battery. We therefore looked at the different way that we can provide the
strategy with more flexibility. They are described in section 4.3.1 and section 4.4

CO2AwareStrategy
ChargeAsLateAsPossible
ChargeImmediately

Average charging marginal carbon intensity
305
306
306

Table 3: Comparing charging strategies.
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4.3.1

Increasing battery count

By increasing the amount of batteries available in the stock, the system should be
able to wait longer before charging. I.e. the system should able able to utilize low
carbon hours by charging a lot of batteries a the same time, and thereby be able to
wait longer before charging again. We test this hypothesis by seeing how the models
perform when increasing the amount of batteries available in stock. Results from this
test can be seen in section 5.1
4.4

Relocation efforts

Another way of increasing flexibility would be to relocate scooters. Let’s say we have
a place in the city with a deficit. This deficit can be solved by swapping a battery
with a charged one, but another way of solving it would be to relocate a scooter from
a place in the city with a excess of scooters. In this section, we will look at how
much flexibility we can gain from relocating scooters. Could there be times where it
would it be more efficient to relocate a charged scooter than it would be to charge a
new battery?
To model this behavior, we split the city into clusters. The clusters can then be
utilized to analyze usage patterns and determine which clusters have an excess or
deficit of charged scooters. The space partitioning is explained in section 4.1.
4.4.1

Usage patterns

Each cluster has quite different usage patterns. Some clusters have many rides ending
in it relative to the amount starting in it. Such a cluster will quickly build up a excess
of scooters which can be relocated to a cluster with the opposite behaviour. Even
though the behavior differs a lot between the clusters, each cluster by itself has a
somewhat regular pattern. On figure 4.4.1, it can be seen how the same clusters
usually behave the same. It is usually the same clusters that reach an excess or deficit.
The regularity of the usage patterns makes it easier to predict which clusters are
going to reach a excess or deficit in the future.
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Figure 16: Balance between rides started and ended in each cluster. Accumulating in
each hour. Negative is values means that more rides have started in the cluster than
ended.
4.4.2

Operational requirements

It is also worth noting the operational requirements for relocating the scooters. i.e. is
it feasible for a scooter operator to relocate scooters as a mean to increase flexibility.
To do this, we compute the life span of each cluster. We define the life span as
the time a cluster can meet demand without swapping any batteries or relocating
any scooters. We also define network life span as the life span of the cluster with the
lowest life span in the city.
To avoid charging during n high MEF hours, we have to extend the network life
span by n hours. We then compute the amount of relocates required to extend the
network lifespan by x hours for each hour in the dataset. Averaging the results for
each hour x provides an indicator for the usual amount of relocates required to shift
the load. See the results in section 5.4
4.5

Predicting usage patterns

Any load shifting efforts depend on being able to make accurate predictions on when
and where charged scooters are needed. The exact usage patterns we are interested
in is the change in charged and uncharged scooters in each cluster. These numbers
will tell us when we need to swap batteries into scooters or relocate them to meet the
demand.
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4.5.1

Linear regression model

The way we try to predict the numbers is using a machine learning model that
predicts the following:
• Rides started in each cluster
• Rides ended in each cluster (with charge left in scooter)
• Rides ended in each cluster (with empty battery)
The results from these 3 models can be used to compute the change in charged and
uncharged scooters. We use a autoregressive linear regression model. The model is
using the following features
• Hour of day (Encoded as a cyclical feature)
• The correct value from 24 hours ago (autoreggresive feature)
• The correct value from 7 days ago (autoreggresive feature)
• Is weekend or weekday feature
Example of the model performance can seen on figure 4.5.1. The model seems to
be quite good at hitting the same peaks and valleys as the actual data, which makes
sense considering that there are some quite clear daily patterns (see section 4.4.1).

Figure 17: Example performance of a individual cluster
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4.5.2

Validating the model

To validate the models, we benchmark it using different metrics. One challenge with
the models is that as the number of clusters increase, the model has to output more
granular predictions. We therefore test the models using a different amount of cluster
points to help us determine the best amount of cluster points. The metrics we use
to test are: The coefficient of determination (R2 ) to measure the goodness-of-fit,
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and mean absolute error (MAE)
to measure the accuracy of the prediction. Table 4.5.2 shows how the metrics are
computed.
res
R2 = 1 − SS
SStot

Coefficient of determination
Mean absolute percentage error

MAPE =

1 n yt − ŷt
∑ | yt |
n t=1

MAE =

1 n
∑ |yt − ŷt |
n t=1

Mean absolute error

Table 4: Validation metrics. n is the number of values in dataset. y1 , ..., yn is the
actual values. ŷ1 , ..., ŷn is the predicted values. Ȳ is the mean of the actual values.
n
SStot is the total sum of squares (∑t=1
(yt − Ȳ )2 ). SSres is the residual sum of squares
n
(∑t=1
(yt − ŷt )2 )
MAPE and MAE give the scooter operator an indicator for how much they can
rely on the accuracy of the predictions, which is important if the operator want
to reduce negative business impact from inaccurate predictions. i.e. if one expects
the model to underpredict demand with up to x scooters, then it would make sense
to schedule charging operations with a buffer, so there’s always a minimum of x
scooters available.

5

Results

This sections covers the experiments run and finally summarizes the results of the
experiments in relation to the research questions.
5.1

Savings from increasing the battery count

We want to test the hypothesis that adding more excess batteries will give increased
CO2 savings by allowing operators to charge at better times. To test this, we simulate
the network using the method described in section 4.2 for Eastern Denmark. We
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then tweak the battery count to see how the model performs in different scenarios.
Figure 18 shows how the different strategies perform when increasing the battery
count. With a low battery count, the savings are very minimal because there is not
much room for flexibility in the charging times. It therefore cannot delay charges by
much without affecting operations.

Figure 18: Charging strategies simulated in Eastern Denmark (DK-DK2)
If we however, were to increase the battery count, there are many possible
savings. By increasing the battery count to 700, the average MEF is reduced to
267gCO2 eq/kwh which is a 39gCO2 eq/kwh or 13% reduction from the baseline
models. We can therefore confirm the hypothesis that adding more batteries gives
increased charging flexibility which can be utilized to reduce charging emissions.
Worth noting is also that the baseline models doesn’t improve from adding more
batteries.
5.2

Avoid charging during carbon intensive hours

We want to test the hypothesis that the CO2AwareStrategy is able to reduce the
charging load during CO2 intensive times. To do this, we simulate the network using
the method described in section 4.2 with a fixed battery count of 700. We use 700
batteries to ensure that the charging strategy has sufficient flexibility. Figure 19 shows
the results from the animation grouped by hour of the day compared with the average
MEF during that time of the day. Here we can see how the CO2AwareStrategy shifts
the load away from the hours with a high MEF.
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Figure 19: Average daily load profile compared with an average daily MEF profile.
Gray shading represents MEF, and the lines represent the different charging strategies
5.3

Carbon savings are dependant on the MEF variance of the grid

The carbon savings come from being able to charge at a time with a low MEF
opposed to a time with a high MEF, and the savings would be the difference between
the two. Logically, this should mean that grid that the CO2 savings would be lower
in a grid with a lower MEF variance as the benefit from shifting the load would be
lower. To test this hypothesis, we perform the same experiment that we did in section
5.1, but on the French grid instead. The results can be seen on figure 20. Here we
can see that the potential savings are reduced to 15gCO2 eq/kwh as opposed to the
39gCO2 eq/kwh that were possible in Eastern Denmark. It is therefore important
that e-scooter operators consider the variance of the MEF before deciding where to
implement smart charging.
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Figure 20: How the charging strategies perform in France
5.4

Can relocations be used to reduce emissons?

As described in section 4.4, another way of increasing grid flexibility is by rebalancing scooters. To estimate the savings that could be gained from rebalancing,
we again have to look at the variance of the MEF in the grid. In the most extreme
cases, the MEF can vary from around 400gCO2 eq/kW h to around 200gCO2 eq/kW h
in Eastern Denmark. This would means that the upper bound for possible savings would be around 200gCO2 eq/kW h in Eastern Denmark, and its a questions
about whether these savings are high enough to justify relocations. Assuming
a battery size of 1kwh and a static charging efficiency of 80%, shifting an entire charge from high MEF hours to low MEF hours could yield savings up to
200gCO2 eq/kW h ∗ (1kW h/0.8) = 250gCO2 eq per battery. This means that a relocation would have to use less co2 than that to be worth it. A typical car trip would
probably use more co2 than that. Optimizations would probably have to be made in
either vehicle efficiency or route planning (relocation multiple scooters on the same
trip), to make relocations worth it.
As an additional observation, we also investigated the operational requirements
for an operator to use relocates to increase grid flexibility. i.e. how many relocates
does an operator have to make to completely avoid charging during carbon intensive
hours. Using the method described in section 4.4.2, we calculate how many relocates
are required to extend the network lifespan by n hours (on average), and thereby
avoid charging during those hours. The results can be seen on table 5
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Network life span extension
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Required relocates (average)
25
42
62
86
111
139
170
203
237
273
310
350

% of total fleet to relocate*
1.6
2.8
4.1
5.7
7.4
9.2
11.3
13.5
15.8
18.2
20.6
23.3

Table 5: Relocates required to shift load n hours. (*) Total fleet size = 1500
5.5

Predicting usage patterns

Using the method described in section 4.5.2, we validate the performance of the
linear regression model. The results of the tests can be seen on table 6, 7, and 8

R2
MAPE
MAE*

25 clusters
0.72
59 %
109.4

10 clusters
0.79
46 %
75.1

1 cluster (single network)
0.86
29 %
45.9

Table 6: Validation metrics for model predicting number of ride starts in each cluster.
(*) MAE is multiplied with cluster count to normalize results between runs

R2
MAPE
MAE*

25 clusters
0.71
59 %
99.8

10 clusters
0.78
45 %
67.5

1 cluster (single network)
0.82
32 %
45.9

Table 7: Validation metrics for model predicting number of ride ends (with charge
left in scooter) in each cluster. (*) MAE is multiplied with cluster count to normalize
results between runs
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R2
MAPE
MAE*

25 clusters
0.54
50 %
13.2

10 clusters
0.60
44 %
9.9

1 cluster (single network)
0.73
35 %
5.1

Table 8: Validation metrics for model predicting number of ride ends (with empty
batteries) in each cluster. (*) MAE is multiplied with cluster count to normalize
results between runs
Visual inspection and the R2 values indicate a reasonable goodness-of-fit. The
model seems to predict all peaks and valleys quite well. The accuracy of the predictions could however be improved a bit. The MAE and MAPE results indicate that a
scooter operator can’t rely completely on the predictions. To account for this, the
charging strategy could implement a battery buffer, so we always have x batteries
available to make sure that we don’t run out. An alternative could be to penalize
underestimations more than overestimations to help avoid business getting impacted
by wrong predictions. Another observation, is that the model for predicting where
the empty batteries end up is performing a bit worse. This is likely due to the lower
quantity.
5.6

Research questions

Following the tests and experiments, we can try to answer the research questions:
5.6.1

RQ1 - Important factors

Experiments described in section 5.1 and 5.3 indicate that the two most important
factors are charging flexibility and MEF variance. Charging flexibility is important,
because it determines how much the load can be shifted. With a low charging
flexibility, the strategy will not be able to avoid charging during hours with a high
MEF. The MEF variance is important because it determines how high the savings
will be when shifting the load.
The tests indicate that an effective way of increasing time flexibility is by increasing the battery count. More batteries allows the charging strategy to effectively
utilize low MEF hours by charging a lot of batteries at the same time. The tests also
indicate that using relocations to increase time flexibility won’t provide co2 savings
as the cost of relocating is too high compared to the potential savings.
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5.6.2

RQ2 - Predicting e-scooter patterns

Tests in section 5.5 indicate that it is possible to make reasonable predictions on user
patterns. The R2 and an visual inspection show that the model has an reasonable
goodness-of-fit. The granularity of the predictions (cluster count), affects the accuracy
greatly. We found that a cluster count of 25 was approximately as much as we wanted
to increase granularity to ensure that the demand predictions could be relied upon.
5.6.3

RQ3 - Total carbon savings

Considering all experiments above, it is seen that with a battery count of 700, it is
possible to reduce approximately 13% of charging emissions for the fleet operating
in Eastern Denmark. This reduction could potentially be even higher with more
accurate MEF and usage pattern forecasts.

6

Discussion

6.1

Putting a price on CO2

All experiments in this study has the constraint that demand must always be met,
meaning that the charging strategies are not allowed to delay a charge if it means that
demand wont be met. By putting a price on CO2 and a unfulfilled ride, the system
could decide when the CO2 savings are high enough to justify a missed ride. It would
be up to the operator to set the price as they might value CO2 savings differently.
This optimization would be dependant on scooter providers accepting a potential
business impact of the charging strategy.
6.2

Incentivize users to balance grid

We assume that all relocation are done by the provider, but it may be possible to
incentivize users to balance the grid themselves and thereby providing cheaper
flexibility to the grid. This could be done by incentivizing users to park the scooters
in places with a shortage of scooters or by starting a ride from a place with an excess
of scooters. A better balanced grid would mean less relocates and more charging
flexibility. Some providers have already implemented incentivized parking zones
which gives users a small amount of money for parking in that zones. Showing users
the possible CO2 savings from parking in such a zone might give even more incentive
to users.
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6.3

Forecast accuracy

The CO2 savings from efforts put forward in this study are highly dependant on
forecasted values — both for scooter demand and MEF forecasts. Overpredicting
scooter demand will lead to reduced savings because the charging strategy would
have to charge more batteries than needed. Underpredicting demand could lead
to the charging strategy not being able to fulfill the demand because it cannot be
guaranteed that the charging strategy would have batteries ready. Inaccuracies in the
MEF forecast could lead to reduced gains from load shifting as it might not shift the
load to the best possible time. However, the results indicate that the forecasts put
forward are still able to provide significant savings. Future work on improving the
accuracy of the forecasts could likely provide even higher savings.
6.4

GHG emissions from the battery lifecycle

This paper only considers the charging emissions meaning that the emissions from
the total battery lifecycle is not considered. Lithium ion batteries typically have a
low amount of self-discharge [25], but it might still be the case that adding more
batteries, which are less utilized, will reduce their life time a bit. A reduction in
battery life time would mean that scooter operators would have to use more batteries
and thereby increase their emissions. Researching the exact impact of this would
give a more representative view of the net effect of the efforts presented in this paper.

7

Conclusion

In this study, we provide a carbon efficient charging strategy for micromobility operators using a fleet of e-scooters with swap-able batteries. The strategy is based on a
few methodological aspects: the type of emission factor used, the short-term forecast
of demand for e-scooters, the short-term forecast of MEF and the simulation in which
the strategy is run. In addition this method assumes that the provider would want to
meet demand at all times. If a provider was willing to reduce the supply at certain
times of the day, more flexibility could be given to the system. Smart-charging,
specifically for micromobility with swap-able batteries, was not found to have been
researched, and as such this study offers an initial step towards smart-charging using
short-term MAE forecasts for micromobility operators.
In applying our methodology to a fleet’s operation for Copenhagen we find that
with ideal conditions the CO2 emissions from charging can be reduced up to 13
percent over a month. We find that the main factors that contribute to the potential
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avoidance of emissions are: the time-flexibility of the charging and the variability
of the grid emission factor. We looked at two potential ways of increasing the timeflexibility: increasing the amount of batteries and relocating vechicles to areas with
low supply as opposed to charging them. The amount of batteries were found to
have a high impact, whereas relocating scooters seemed less feasible as a means to
reduce carbon emissions. If however, relocations can be done with very low carbon
emissions, it may be a way of providing the charging system with more flexibility.
Running our simulations in France, assuming the exact same scooter patterns, we
found that while there are still benefits to smart-charging, the benefits are a lot less
as the grid is quite stable low-carbon. This suggests that taking further actions to
increase time-flexibility in grids with more stable emission factors may not be as
feasible as other areas.
Implementing carbon efficient smart-charging would have a positive impact on
CO2 emissions. One micromobility provider typically owns thousands of batteries
across several cities, and as such a single provider can have a lot of impact. While
beneficial to the grid, this may also be beneficial to the provider as Mckinsey suggests
one of the pros of micromobility is that users view E-scooters as a green option[7].
In this case, we’ve shown that it is possible to optimize CO2 from charging while
still meeting the demand of users.
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